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I. Executive Summary

The Afghan Special Immigrant Visa (SIV) program was established in the Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009 in response to the extreme danger that Afghan employees of the U.S. government in Afghanistan face as a result of their work.

Prominent leaders of the U.S. military have expressed strong support for the program and warned of dire consequences to the U.S. mission in Afghanistan—and the ability of the United States to obtain assistance in future missions—if local employees are abandoned without a path to safety. The program also has strong bipartisan congressional support.

As of this report’s writing in March 2017, visa interviews were suspended for lack of visas. All Afghan applicants must undergo extensive processing, which lasts for months or even years. In some cases, these long periods are exacerbated by processing glitches or erroneous denials and leave Afghans in danger while they wait for a visa. Applicants’ long delays, spent waiting in danger, are extended even further by Congress’s failure to provide visas for those who complete this rigorous screening process.

Afghan allies have provided mission-essential service to U.S. troops, diplomats, and other government personnel. Congress must act to authorize sufficient visas to allow all eligible applicants to reach safety. It must act quickly to allow the U.S. Department of State to issue visas without interrupting processing for applicants, who remain in danger from hostile forces while they wait for a life-saving visa.

II. The Afghan Special Immigrant Visa Program

Congress established the Afghan SIV program in the Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009. The program offers a visa, followed by legal permanent residence status in the United States, to individuals who demonstrate that:

- they are a national of Afghanistan;
- they were employed for at least two years in designated capacities by the U.S. government or a closely associated entity, as demonstrated by human resources records;

---


2 It should also be noted that recent immigration-focused executive orders released in January through March 2017 do not, at least as of this writing, affect the State Department’s ability to process and issue visas, or the ability of applicants to travel using their visas.

3 Prior to Nov. 25, 2015, applicants were required to demonstrate one year of service. See Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009 as amended through NDAA for FY 2015, Section 1227. This period was raised to two years in the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2016, Section 1216. Eligibility restrictions were further increased in the NDAA for Fiscal Year 2017, Section 1214, limiting eligibility further based on the kind of work performed.
• they provided faithful and valuable service to the United States, as demonstrated by a personal recommendation from a U.S. citizen supervisor;
• they have faced a serious, ongoing threat as a result of their employment.⁴

Applicants are also screened via extensive background checks, which make up by far the longest step in the screening process, as outlined in the following Appendix.⁵

III. The Importance of the SIV Program for U.S. National Security

Since 2002, the U.S. Government has employed tens of thousands of Afghan allies to serve alongside U.S. troops, diplomats, and other government employees. As Gen. John Nicholson and Former Ambassador Ryan Crocker have noted, in addition to linguists, other employees such as firefighters, construction workers, and Embassy staff are crucial to the U.S. military operations in Afghanistan.⁶ As these leaders of the U.S. mission in Afghanistan state, Afghan employees performing seemingly low-skilled tasks, such as construction, maintenance, or security guards, provide mission-essential support to U.S. government personnel, perform their jobs with loyalty and care, and face immediate threats due to their work.

Regardless of the form that their service took, U.S.-affiliated Afghans are at significant risk of being killed in Afghanistan at the hands of the Taliban and other terrorist groups. The Taliban despises Afghan employees of the U.S. government, including military translators, military contractors, USAID staff, and Embassy Kabul staff, as they consider them traitors and infidels.

The security situation in Afghanistan is deteriorating despite coalition efforts,⁷ with Gen. Nicholson recently estimating that roughly a third of the country is either contested or under Taliban control.⁸ This leaves U.S.-affiliated allies vulnerable to attack. Newspapers

---

⁴ Ibid at Section 602(b)(2)(A).
⁵ Joint Department of State/Department of Homeland Security Report: Status of the Afghan Special Immigrant Visa Program, Oct. 2016, https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/visas/SIVs/Report%20of%20the%20Afghan%20SIV%20Program%20-%20October%202016.pdf (reporting that, on average, Afghan SIVs are in “administrative processing,” or security checks for 189 days, of 434 days of government processing).
⁸ Department of Defense, “Resolute Support Commander Briefs Reporters,” Sep. 23, 2016,
have documented dozens of cases in which U.S.-affiliated Afghans were threatened and attacked. Moreover, numerous veterans and veteran’s organizations have expressed grave concerns for the safety of Afghan allies. Senator John McCain bluntly summarized the stakes for individual applicants if additional visas are not authorized: “People are going to die.”

In response to these circumstances, Congress created the Afghan Special Immigrant Visa (SIV) program in 2009 to provide visas to Afghans who worked with U.S. forces and diplomats and who suffer serious threats because of that affiliation. This followed the passage of a similar program for Iraqis who worked with the U.S. government in Iraq. At the time, then-Congressman Mike Pence commented, “I think there is nothing more important than the United States of America saying to people in Iraq or anywhere in the world, if you stand by us, we will stand by you.”

The Afghan SIV program continues to have near-universal support from key military leaders, including General John Nicholson, General David Petraeus, and General Stanley McChrystal. General Nicholson noted that “[f]ailure to adequately demonstrate a shared understanding of their sacrifices and honor our commitment to any Afghan who supports could have grave consequences for these individuals and bolster the propaganda of our enemies.”

In response to these circumstances, Congress created the Afghan Special Immigrant Visa (SIV) program in 2009 to provide visas to Afghans who worked with U.S. forces and diplomats and who suffer serious threats because of that affiliation. This followed the passage of a similar program for Iraqis who worked with the U.S. government in Iraq. At the time, then-Congressman Mike Pence commented, “I think there is nothing more important than the United States of America saying to people in Iraq or anywhere in the world, if you stand by us, we will stand by you.”

The Afghan SIV program continues to have near-universal support from key military leaders, including General John Nicholson, General David Petraeus, and General Stanley McChrystal. General Nicholson noted that “[f]ailure to adequately demonstrate a shared understanding of their sacrifices and honor our commitment to any Afghan who supports could have grave consequences for these individuals and bolster the propaganda of our enemies.”

The first time the Taliban tried to kill him, Sulaiman was driving to his base when his truck was hit by a rocket, knocking him down a cliff.

The insurgents knew his vehicle, its license plate number and, most important, his occupation: a high-value combat interpreter for United States Special Operations troops in Afghanistan.

Now, the backlog is growing. As the American pullout hits full pace and bases across the country are shut down, hundreds of Afghans have suddenly found themselves without jobs, leaving them without military protection despite the continued risk of attack by the Taliban.
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A spokesman for the U.S. command in Afghanistan, Brig. Gen. Charles H. Cleveland agreed, warning Congress that a failure to extend the SIV program would “give[] the enemy some propaganda to say, ‘Hey, these people really aren’t committed to you . . .’ It’s our credibility that is on the line.” In other words, failing to honor our commitments would constitute a tactical, counterinsurgency failure; the friends and family members of the betrayed will have no reason to support the United States in the future, and every reason to actively oppose us.

Veterans also note that the failure to protect current allies could jeopardize future missions: Marine veteran Joe Jenkins said, “I do not think we can turn our back on our allies like that, especially concerning American interests in the future. How will we hold allies in the future?” The United States will undoubtedly need interpreters and other local nationals for future conflicts, just as we did in Vietnam; abandoning our current allies all but ensures a lack of future ones.

IV. The Current Legislative Status of the Afghan SIV Program

Congress must allocate additional SIVs on an ad hoc basis; unlike other programs, visas are not available for anyone who qualifies or on an annually replenishing basis. This makes access to the program subject to the will of Congress to stand with our allies and veterans. Since establishing the Afghan SIV program in the Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009, Congress has legislated seven times to extend the program, implement reforms, and authorize additional visas.

The SIV program has strong support in Congress, including from Senators John McCain and Jeanne Shaheen and Representatives Kinzinger, Blumenauer, and Moulton. A symbolic Senate vote in July 2016 on the SIV program yielded an 84-12 vote in support, demonstrating broad bipartisan support for the program.

At the end of 2016, 13,000 Afghans had submitted an application to the program, and roughly 1,600 visas remained.\(^\text{18}\) Facing a shortfall of more than 10,000 visas, Congress allocated only 1,500 additional visas for fiscal year 2017.\(^\text{19}\) In recent years, DOS has accelerated its processing, issuing well over 3,000 visas in fiscal year 2016. Members of Congress, military leaders, and advocacy groups predicted that Afghan applicants, despite their sacrifice and the danger they are exposed to due to their work, and despite meeting all eligibility criteria for the SIV program, would be stranded if Congress failed to allocate additional visas.

As of March 1, 2017, this is precisely what happened; the embassy in Kabul has ceased processing SIV applications unless and until Congress authorizes additional visas.\(^\text{20}\) This means that, even assuming that Congress does allocate sufficient visas, those who are eventually approved will face significant delays due to the current shortage. When DOS faced another shortage of visas in 2014, then-Secretary of State Kerry warned that exhausting visas, even short-term, “leaves us in danger of stranding hundreds of deserving Afghans until a new batch of visas is approved . . . [i]t will be dangerous for applicants — and damaging to our national credibility the next time we have to rely on local knowledge.”\(^\text{21}\)

Worse still, the cessation of visa processing came on the heels of the news that 2,500 U.S. troops will be sent to Kuwait for possible missions in Syria.\(^\text{22}\) As Jenkins noted in the previous section, our betrayal of our Afghan allies sends a clear message to those we might hope will work with us in Syria. Potential local allies are unlikely to risk their lives on our behalf in light of the U.S. Government’s inability to keep its promises to its Afghan allies.

V. Countering Opposition to the SIV Program

Despite the warnings of military leaders and bipartisan support, a handful of members of Congress have balked at authorizing sufficient visas, often purporting to have concerns over the cost or the possibility of fraud.\(^\text{23}\) However, the United States retains over 8,000


\(^{19}\) NDAA for FY 2017, Section 1214.


\(^{23}\) Hauslohner & Demirjian.
personnel in Afghanistan and relies heavily on local nationals for interpretation and other services. Not only does imperiling the program discourage our Afghan allies from working with us, thereby negatively impacting mission readiness, it also places currently serving American troops at risk. Whether there are 100,000 or 100 American diplomats and troops in Afghanistan, they will need interpretation and other services that only Afghans can provide. There is no monetary cost too high to ensure the protection and success of our troops.

One former Senator argued that the SIV program may admit Afghans who are not “deserving of acceptance.” This argument, that not all applicants are deserving, is an odd one: the fourteen-step SIV application process exists precisely to determine who is deserving and who is not. SIV recipients are receiving visas based on their employment because their employment puts their lives in danger. Indeed, as part of the SIV application, Afghans must demonstrate that they have experienced an ongoing, serious threat as a result of their service to the United States. Additionally, an applicant must submit extensive documentation, including letters of recommendation from U.S. supervisors. Many have been denied for lack of proof of “faithful and valuable service” to the United States or for lack of evidence that they served the minimum period of employment required by Congress. Those who complete all processing steps and who are awarded SIVs are done so because the system has judged them deserving; those who apply without the requisite service are rejected.

Finally, Rep. Bob Goodlatte, one of a handful of opponents of the program, stated his belief that “[t]here must be reasonable limits on these programs. . . . Currently there are thousands of unused visas that have been set aside for Afghans who have helped the United States during the war. If these visas run out, Congress will be able to revisit this issue to determine if more should be allocated.” The State Department, the Department of Defense, congressional champions, and advocacy groups all warned loudly and publicly that the “thousands of unused visas” would be issued within months to individuals who had completed all processing steps. The typical vehicle to authorize additional visas—the National Defense Authorization Act—will not appear on the congressional agenda for months. This delay adds months, at the minimum, to the time that loyal Afghan allies will remain in danger waiting for their visas to be approved.

25 Abigail Hauslohner & Karoun Demirjian.
27 Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009, Section 602(b).
29 Abigail Hauslohner & Karoun Demirjian.
VI. **Insufficient Visas Endanger SIV Applicants Facing Long Processing Delays**

Due to long delays in SIV processing, many Afghan allies who served alongside troops and who submitted applications to the SIV program years ago are still waiting for approval to travel to safety. Having waited for years, these individuals now face the possibility that they will never receive a visa if the current pool of visas is exhausted before their extended processing is completed. Additional visas must be allocated so that these long-pending applicants are not abandoned due to delays outside of their control.

The Afghan SIV program was not established until 2009, after eight years of significant U.S. Government presence in Afghanistan.\(^3^0\) That means that several thousand allies were already at risk and in need of a path to safety at the moment when the SIV program was established.

The years immediately following the program’s creation, DOS failed almost completely to process and issue visas; in fiscal year 2010, DOS issued seven visas, and in 2011, it issued three.\(^3^1\) It was not until 2014 that DOS began processing SIV applications in an expeditious manner, and by that time, thousands of authorized visas had expired, wasted by bureaucratic inaction.

At the time, Secretary of State John Kerry reported that:

> Delays in processing applications and lack of transparency in making decisions created problems. Bluntly stated, the process wasn’t keeping up with the demand. A full-scale State Department review revealed statistics and anecdotes that highlighted unconscionably long processing times for applicants, including on background checks conducted by other U.S. agencies. Some

\(^3^0\) The SIV SI program, established in the National Defense Authorization Act of 2006, Section 1059, was designed as a permanent program providing 50 visas a year for Afghan and Iraqi translators with recommendations from high-level U.S. officials. The Afghan SIV program, also called the 1244 program, was established in the Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009 ($602 of the Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009; Public Law 111-18 of March 10, 2009).

deserving people were simply falling through the cracks. This was unacceptable to me and to the president.  

The International Refugee Assistance Project (IRAP) estimates that because of these delays, at least 6,500 visas for Afghan applicants expired between fiscal years 2009 and 2013. Thus, Congress’s subsequent visa allocations the following two years essentially reauthorized visas that Congress had already approved but that the DOS had allowed to expire.

Congress intervened, requiring that SIV applications shall be “processed so that all steps under the control of the respective departments incidental to the issuance of [SIVs], including required screenings and background checks, should be completed not later than 9 months after the date on which an eligible alien submits all required materials to complete an application for such visa.”

Since 2014, DOS has taken serious steps to significantly improve its processing times, but applicants still face long delays before they can reach safety. Before an Afghan ally can even apply for the first step of the SIV program, they must have already completed two years of faithful and valuable service in a position of qualifying employment. Average processing has, at every point since the program started, far exceeded Congress’s ceiling of 9 months of processing time. As of April 2014, the average case processing time was 287 business days, or roughly 401 calendar days, for government-controlled steps. From April 2014 to April 2016, processing times averaged 434 calendar days. Even those extended processing times “do not factor in applicant-controlled steps. Overall processing times are greater than U.S. government processing times.”

These are average case times; many cases take far longer. One group of Afghan and Iraqi SIV applicants (and IRAP clients) waited for more than three years from the time that they applied without receiving a final response regarding their SIV application. Three had

---

35 Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009, Section 602(b)(2)(A)(ii). The minimum period of employment was one year for applicants who applied prior to Sep. 30, 2015. Ibid.
38 Ibid.
waited for more than five years.\textsuperscript{39} Only after filing a lawsuit in U.S. federal court did these allies receive a response to their application.\textsuperscript{40}

As applicants wait for their visas to be processed, as noted above, they continue to live in serious danger. Those who have faced exceptional waits face the prospect that, as they wait, currently allocated visas will be issued before their cases are fully processed. Congress should ensure that all eligible applicants in the current backlog receive visas, including those who would suffer gross injustice after years of waiting if further visas are not allocated.

\textbf{VII. Processing Errors as Additional Obstacles}

Many applications have also faced serious processing errors that have led to unreasonable delays and even denials of eligible applicants. As with extended processing times, these errors mean that, if Congress fails to allocate visas to allow DOS to continue to issue visas, individuals who applied years ago will be abandoned.

These errors have been particularly harmful during the Chief of Mission (COM) approval stage, through which all Afghan SIV applicants must verify their qualifying service for the U.S. government or a related entity. Applicants must submit a wide range of documents to receive approval, and some applicants face repeated issues receiving a thorough and legitimate assessment.41

Some clients receive official responses wrongly indicating that their applications were incomplete, or worse, had never been received. In several cases, staff at the National Visa Center (NVC), which processes the applications, ignored submitted contracts and letters of recommendation. In several cases, NVC asserted that an applicant’s employment did not make them eligible for the SIV program, but a simple FOIA request verified the applicant’s eligibility.

These applicants frequently have to submit appeals to the Chief of Mission before they receive approval and can proceed with their applications, resulting in drastically increased processing times. Each day that passes increases the likelihood that applicants are found out and attacked by the militias that persecute them.42

As a consequence, some SIV applicants have been stuck in the application process for years, often in hiding and separated from their families or in exile from Afghanistan.43 Without additional visas, individuals who provided years of service and who applied many years ago will be unable to obtain visas due to delays caused through no fault of their own. It is therefore imperative that Congress allocate sufficient visas for all eligible applicants.

VIII. Conclusion

Thousands of U.S. troops, diplomats, and other government personnel have relied on Afghan nationals for a variety of crucial services, including interpretation, translation, advice on political and cultural affairs, construction, supplies, maintenance, and security. Many U.S. citizens, particularly veterans, credit Afghan allies with saving their lives.

41 The examples in this section are based on IRAP’s experience providing pro bono legal representation and legal advice to hundreds of Afghans applying for the SIV program. In the interests of client safety and privacy, client names are not provided.
42 Azam Ahmed, “Afghan Interpreters for the U.S. Are Left Stranded and at Risk,” Apr. 14, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/15/world/asia/american-visa-delays-put-safety-out-of-afghan-interpreters-reach.html (quoting a U.S. military supervisor assisting his Afghan interpreter in his SIV application to say, “If this takes too long, if there is an error somewhere, he’s compromised and his family is compromised . . . We kind of feel like we’re watching the clock wind down right now.”).
In turn, these local nationals have been met with threats against their lives from forces hostile to the U.S. mission in Afghanistan. Some have been killed, some have lost family members, and many have been forced to relocate or go into hiding because of their service.

The Special Immigrant Visa program provides a simple solution: individuals who can prove their service, who are recommended by their U.S. citizen supervisors, and who are under serious threat, can relocate to the United States. Failure to provide a path to safety will jeopardize the safety of U.S. government personnel in Afghanistan, as some mission-essential local nationals will be unable or unwilling to continue their service without a promise of assistance should they come under threat. In the long-term, failure to protect U.S. allies will harm U.S. credibility abroad and impede government personnel’s ability to procure local assistance in the future.

Despite the importance of this program, applicants must rely on Congress to authorize sufficient visas on an ad hoc basis. Currently, more than 10,000 applicants are stranded until Congress allocates additional visas. Some applied years ago, but face long delays or serious errors in processing through no fault of their own. Congress must allocate visas, and do so immediately, to prevent a temporary or long-term pause in DOS’ processing of these applications for allies who are seeking safe haven from those who would do them harm because of their faithful service to the United States.
Special Immigrant Visa applicants receive extensive vetting and rigorous security screening. Even before being hired for qualifying work, U.S.-affiliated employees are screened and vetted. The SIV application and systematic security screening process takes between 18-24 months, and often longer. During that time, Afghan allies of the U.S. live in significant danger because of their faithful service to the U.S. mission in Iraq. Below is a step-by-step overview of the process.

**Phase 1**

First, all applicants who work with the United States and NATO missions in Afghanistan receive security screening prior to the start of their employment; these screenings apply to individuals working alongside U.S. military, U.S. diplomats, or other positions.\(^{44}\) Throughout their employment, military translators undergo regular intelligence screenings.\(^{45}\)

**Phase 2**

After two years of employment by or on behalf of the United States, an Afghan can start the SIV process by applying for Chief of Mission (COM) approval. At this stage, applicants must submit:

1. A human resources letter proving eligible employment and containing information about employment status and the reason for separation if no longer employed,
2. A statement of ongoing threats,
3. A letter from the applicant’s U.S. citizen supervisor verifying that the applicant has provided faithful and valuable service, that the applicant is not a threat to the safety and national security of the United States, and that the applicant is at risk because of his or her work for the United States.

The Chief of Mission independently verifies employment records and supervisor letters, and if the applicant was terminated for a security violation, the applicant will not receive Chief of Mission approval and is disqualified from the SIV program.

**Phase 3**

\(^{44}\) For just a few of the relevant policies and laws, see JCC Iraq/Afghanistan, “Unique Requirements for Theater Business Clearance,” 952.225-0001(b)(2), Feb. 11, 2010 (requiring that all contractors have security, background, and medical checks completed before beginning employment); Army Reg. 190-56 (setting procedures for selection and training of contractor Army security personnel); Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 (requiring background screening requirements to issue access credentials); NDAA for FY 2008, Section 862, as amended by NDAA for FY 2009, Section 853 (mandating that the Department of Defense issue regulations mandating training and recruiting procedures for private security contractors); Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-399 (1986), Sections 403 and 404 (directing the Secretary of State to strengthen security procedures for private contractors involved in diplomatic construction).

If approval is granted, applicants must resubmit documents and a petition for a visa to USCIS.

**Phase 4**

Applicants, including any qualifying spouse or minor, unmarried children, must then submit comprehensive biodata, background on past employment and extended family, and identification documents including birth certificates, civil documents, police certificates, and passports.

**Phase 5**

Once all documents are received, applicants are scheduled for interviews with a U.S. consular official to verify each applicant’s identity, eligibility, and admissibility under U.S. immigration law.⁴⁶

**Phase 6**

Each applicant then undergoes the enhanced security screening that refugees applying for resettlement receive. This includes biometric scans and IDENT screenings, Security Advisory Opinions, Inter-Agency Checks, and vetting with agencies including the FBI, CIA, National Counter-Terrorism Center, Department of Defense, and others.⁴⁷ Only when an individual has been cleared by each of these agencies is an individual cleared for travel, a process that takes the average applicant 189 business days.

---